INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE

POS Mobile Mini

POS features from a computer
the size of a smartphone.
For employees on the retail floor, there
is a never-ending list of tasks to be
accomplished. Whether those tasks involve
inventory management, promotions, pricing
or ordering, one thing is clear: having the
right tools to do the job is crucial.
Resembling a standard smartphone and
loaded with features, POS Mobile Mini offers
a modern and cost-effective wireless
alternative to a traditional bulky and basic
RF unit.
BENEFITS:

FEATURES:

❚ Significantly more features than an RF unit, at a
fraction of the cost.

❚ Resembling a standard smartphone, POS Mobile
Mini is easy to learn, practically eliminating
the standard learning curve associated with
introducing a new tool or device.

❚ Access POS features commonly used on the
retail floor.

❚ Combines the Propel POS Mobile app with all the
functions of an Android device.

❚ Seamlessly integrates with secured Wi-Fi
infrastructure provided by PTS.

❚ Barely 10oz, its light weight makes the device
ideal for extended use.

❚ Minimal learning curve for employees.
❚ Increase margin through improved management
of inventory and pricing.

❚ Retail hardened and adhering to Military
Standards, it is built to withstand multiple drops
from a height of 5 feet.

❚ Keep your customers and your team safe. The
POS Delivery App has everything you’ll need to
plan, track and manage your deliveries, all from
the POS Mobile Mini.

❚ Easy to use: The bright and outdoor viewable 5”
HD screen provides ample real-estate for viewing
and using the app.
❚ Scans 2D and QR barcodes, which are quickly
becoming the standard barcode type for cards
and coupons.
❚ From charging cradles to hand straps, a variety
of accessories are available to complement POS
Mobile Mini.
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